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Abstract

The two-dimensional bin-packing problem (2BP) consists of minimizing the number of identical rectangles used
to pack a set of smaller rectangles. In this paper, we propose new lower bounds for 2BP in the discrete case. They
are based on the total area of the items after application ofdual feasible functions(DFF). We also propose the
new concept ofdata-dependent dual feasible functions(DDFF), which can also be applied to a 2BP instance. We
propose two families of Discrete DFF and DDFF and show that they lead to bounds which strictly dominate those
obtained previously. We also introduce two new reduction procedures and report computational experiments on our
lower bounds. Our bounds improve on the previous best results and close 22 additional instances of a well-known
established benchmark derived from literature.
� 2005 Published by Elsevier Ltd.

1. Introduction

The two-dimensional bin-packing problem(2BP) consists of minimizing the number of identical
rectangles used to pack a set of smaller rectangles. This problem can occur in industry if pieces of steel,
wood, or paper have to be cut from larger rectangles. It can also be used tomodel the layout of a newspaper.
It is NP-hardas it generalizes the classical one-dimensional bin-packing problem(1BP) [1].
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A 1BP instanceD1 is a pair(A,C).A= {a1, . . . , an} is the set of items to pack andC ∈ N is the size
of the bins. An itemai has a sizeci ∈ N. A 2BP instanceD2 is a pair(A,B). A is the set of itemsai to
pack. An itemai has a widthwi and a heighthi (wi, hi ∈ N). We consider the version of the problem
in which the items cannot be rotated. The position of itemai , denoted by(xi, yi), corresponds to the
coordinates of its bottom left-hand corner. The binB = (W,H) is of widthW and heightH. OPT(D)
denotes the minimum number of bins required for a given instanceD.
In this paper, we describe two new reduction procedures which are used to reduce the size of the

instance. They can be applied as a preprocessing step before applying a heuristic or an exact method. For
this purpose, we introduceidentically-feasible functions(IFF) which can be used to modify the size of
the items without changing the value ofOPT. Thus, we show that the initial instance can be reduced by
removing small items and by increasing the size of the large items.
We also deal with lower bounds. The most recent bounds were introduced by Boschetti and Mingozzi

[2]: they dominate the previous best bounds[3,4]. For 1BP, Haouari and Gharbi[5] have proposed
a method to improve the value of a lower bound. They plan to generalize their method to 2BP. Sev-
eral bounds are equal to the total area of the items for an instance obtained after applying a suitable
function to the size of the items. This processing can be done usingdual-feasible functions(DFF), intro-
duced by Johnson[6] and used by Lueker[7] and Fekete and Schepers[8] for computing lower bounds
for 1BP. Fekete and Schepers[3] have shown that these functions can also be applied to both dimen-
sions of a 2BP instance to obtain lower bounds. The same concept is used by Carlier and Néron[9]
for cumulative scheduling problems. The functions they use are a subset of the DFF, restricted to the
discrete case. We will refer to this concept asdiscrete dual-feasible functions(Discrete DFF): the only
difference is that we consider discrete values and that they are not defined from[0,1] to [0,1] but
from [0, X] to [0, X′] for X andX′ integers. Caprara et al.[10] have also dealt with DFF. They pro-
pose an exact method to find the pair of DFF which leads to the best continuous bound for a given
instance.
We use the concept of DFF and a new type of functions, thedata-dependent dual feasible functions

(DDFF), which are designed for a specific type of instances. These functions are used in the general
framework proposed by Fekete and Schepers[3] for computing bounds formulti-dimensionalpacking
problems. We also describe three families of functions (two families of DFF and a family of DDFF) and
show that they lead to bounds which strictly dominate those proposed by Labbé et al.[11] and Martello
and Vigo[4] for 1BP and Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] for 2BP. To our knowledge, our bounds are the
best polynomial time computable bounds for 2BP.
We report computational results for the reduction procedures and for our lower bounds. We tested our

methods on well-known benchmarks derived from literature[4,12] so we can compare our methods with
the best known results[13] and to the method of Fekete and Schepers[3]. Our reduction procedures
are very efficient for several classes of instances, as a large number of items are removed for many
benchmarks. The results confirm that our method dominates the others for all instances and leads to
improved results.
Section 2 is an overview of the methods used in the literature for reduction procedures and lower

bounds for 1BPand 2BP, which are used in this article. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of IFF and
we propose two new reduction procedures which use IFF. Section 4 is devoted to our new lower bounds.
We show in Section 5 that they dominate previous lower bounds[2,4,11]. In Section 6, we compare our
reduction procedures and our lower bounds to those proposed in literature. The results are strictly better
for several instances, and allow us to close 22 additional instances.
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2. Literature review

2.1. Reduction procedures

The following reduction procedure is proposed by Boschetti and Mingozzi[2]. For a given itemaj ,
one can compute the maximum widthW ∗j less thanWwhich can be reached by packing a set of items
includingaj one above the other. The width of itemaj can be modified as follows:

wj ← wj + (W −W ∗j ).
The valueW ∗j is the optimal value of the following subset-sum problem:

W ∗j = wj +Max




∑
ai∈A−{aj }

wi�i :
∑

ai∈A−{aj }
wi�i�W − wj, �i ∈ {0,1}


 .

A classical pseudo-polynomial algorithm can computeW ∗j in O(Wn) time. The reduction procedure
depends on the order in which the itemsaj are considered. A heuristic criterion can be used to choose
this order. For example, it is interesting to increase the width of items which have a large height because
the total area obtained is larger. A similar procedure can be obtained by exchanging widths with heights.

2.2. Lower bounds

In this section, we recall several important results concerning the so-called DFF and describe previous
lower bounds for both 1BPand 2BP.

2.2.1. Dual feasible functions
For 2BP (resp., 1BP), a well-known bound is the continuous boundL0. The idea is to calculate the

total area (resp., size) of the items and to divide the obtained value by the area (resp., size) of the bin.
The rounded up value obtained is a valid lower bound. For 2BP, L0= ∑ai∈A wihi/WH�.
This bound does not take into account the fact that many items cannot be packed together in a bin. One

way of improving the continuous bound is to modify the size of the items so that the obtained instance is
feasible if the initial one is. It can be done using DFF, introduced by Johnson[6].

Definition 2.1. g : [0,1] → [0,1] is a DFF if for any finite setSof real numbers, we have∑
x∈S
x�1 ⇒

∑
x∈S
g(x)�1.

Using DFF on a 1BP instance is immediate, and several papers propose lower bounds for this problem
which use DFF[7,8]. Fekete and Schepers[3] have shown that DFF can be applied to both dimensions
of a 2BP instance to obtain valid lower bounds. The authors also propose three DFF and show that the
bounds obtained dominate the bounds of Martello and Vigo[4]. We denote their boundL1DFS for 1BPand
L2DFS for 2BP.
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Carlier and Néron[9,14] use the similar concept ofRedundant Functionin order to get lower bounds
for scheduling problems. As this concept is close to the DFF, we will refer to these functions as Discrete
DFF.

Definition 2.2. A Redundant Function, orDiscrete DFF fis a discrete application from[0, X] to [0, X′]
(X andX′ integers) such that

x1+ x2+ · · · + xk�X ⇒ f (x1)+ f (x2)+ · · · + f (xk)�f (X)=X′.
Note that for every Discrete DFF, there is an equivalent DFF defined in[0,1]. We use this notation to

fit in with the notation of Carlier and Néron[9], and to simplify the formulation of the bounds.

2.2.2. Lower boundL1DMV (Martello and Vigo[4] )
Martello and Vigo[4] propose a boundL1DMV for 1BP. First, they introduce a decomposition of the

setA of items into three subsets depending on a given parameterk: the large items(Alarge), themedium
ones(Amed), and thesmallones(As). Let k be an integer, 1�k� 1

2 C, Alarge= {ai ∈ A : ci >C − k},
Amed= {ai ∈ A : C − k�ci > 1

2 C} andAs = {ai ∈ A : 1
2 C�ci�k}. The smallest items are not

considered.L1DMV is computed as the maximum of the two lower-boundsL� andL� introduced below.
The boundL� is based on the observation that at least as many bins as the number of large andmedium

items are needed to packA. If there are too few medium items, this bound is equal to the sum of the
number of large items and the continuous bound for the remaining items.

L� = max
1�k� (1/2)C

{
|Alarge∪ Amed| +max

{
0,

⌈∑
ai∈Amed∪Asci
C

− |Amed|
⌉}}

.

The boundL� estimates the number of small items which cannot be packed together with the medium
ones and then evaluates how many bins are needed to pack them:

L� = max
1�k� (1/2)C

{
|Alarge∪ Amed| +max

{
0,

⌈ |As| −∑
ai∈Amed�(C − ci)/k�
�C/k�

⌉}}
.

2.2.3. Lower boundL1DLab (Labbé et al.[11] )
The following lower boundL1DLab is proposed by Labbé et al.[11] and analyzed by Bourjolly and

Rebetez[15]. Bourjolly and Rebetez[15] show that it dominates the bound proposed by Martello and
Toth [16].
The formulation we give for this bound is slightly different from the original formulation[11] but

better fits our notation. For a given parameterk ∈ [0, C/3], the bound proposed is computed as follows:
letAlarge= {ai ∈ A : ci >C − k} be the set of large items,Amed= {ai ∈ A : C/2<ci�C − k} be the
set ofmediumitems,Ad = {ai ∈ A : C/3<ci�C/2} be the set ofsmall items, andA+d the set of items
of Ad which cannot be packed in the same bin as any item ofAmed. We also introduce the following set:
A′ = {ai ∈ A : k�ci�C − k}.

L1DLab= max
0�k�C/3

{
|Alarge| +max

{
|Amed| +

⌈
|A+d |
2

⌉
,

⌈∑
ai∈A′ci
C

⌉}}
.
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2.2.4. Lower boundL2D1,BM (Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] )

Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] have proposed a lower boundL2D1,BM which transforms the 2BP instance

into a 1BP instance. We do not describe this bound as it is dominated byL2D2,BM below.

2.2.5. Lower boundL2D2,BM (Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] )
Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] have proposed a bound which uses a lower bound for 1BPas subroutine.

Let (p, q) be a pair of integers such that 1�q� 1
2W and 1�p� 1

2H . We denoteAlarge= {ai ∈ A :
hi >H −p andwi >W −q},Atall={ai ∈ A\Alarge : hi >H −p andwi�q},Awide={ai ∈ A\Alarge :
hi�p andwi >W − q}, As= {ai ∈ A\Alarge∪ Atall ∪ Awide : hi�p andwi�q}.
Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] propose a lower bound denotedL2D2,BM for 2BPwhich can be split into two

bounds. The first is based on a transformation of the problem into a 1BP. The second makes use of the
fact that twolarge items ofAlargecannot be packed in the same bin and thattall items ofAtall cannot be
packed withwide items ofAwide.

L2D2,BM = max
1�p� (1/2)H,1�q� (1/2)W

{|Alarge| +max{L′2(p, q), L′′2(p, q)}},

where the boundsL′2(p, q) andL′′2(p, q) are two evaluations for the minimum number of bins needed to
pack the items ofAtall, Awide, andAs.

• In L′2(p, q), a 1BP instanceD1BP is created with a size of binC =WHas follows: for each itemai in
Atall ∪Awide∪As an item is created with sizeci . ci =wiH if ai ∈ Atall, ci =Whi if ai ∈ Awide, and
ci = wihi if ai ∈ As. L′2(p, q) is obtained by computing a lower bound forD1BP usingL1DMV [4].
• In L′′2(p, q) items ofAs are not considered. It makes use of the fact that an item ofAtall cannot be
packed with an item ofAwide. These two sets are related to two-independent sub-problems. Moreover,
neither two tall items nor two wide items can be packed side by side. Consequently, both problems
can be seen as 1BPand lower bounds can be computed usingL1DMV . LetL

H
2 (p, q) be a lower bound

for the 1BP related toAtall andLW2 (p, q) be a lower bound for the 1BP related toAwide. L
′′
2(p, q)=

LH2 (p, q)+ LW2 (p, q).

Theorem 2.1(Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] ). L2D2,BM is a valid lower bound for2BP.

2.2.6. Lower boundL2D3,BM (Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] )

L2D3,BM uses a decomposition of the set of items into three sets depending on two parametersp and
q: the big items(Alarge), the medium items(Amed), and the small items(As). The method exploits the
fact that the number of big and medium items is a lower-bound for 2BP. To improve this lower-bound
L2D3,BM evaluates the number of small items which can be packed together with the medium items. Then
it computes an approximation for the number of bins needed to pack the remaining ones.
Let p andq be two integers such that 1�p� 1

2H and 1�q� 1
2W , Alarge= {ai ∈ A : hi >H −

p andwi >W − q}, andAmed= {ai ∈ A\Alarge : hi > 1
2H andwi > 1

2W }, andAs= {ai ∈ A\Alarge∪
Amed : hi�p andwi�q}. Several values have to be computed:
• MW(W,As): the maximum number of items ofAs which can be packed horizontally in a bin.
• MH(H,As): the maximum number of items ofAs which can be packed vertically in a bin.
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• MW(W −wi,As): the maximum number of items ofAs which can be packed horizontally with item
ai of Amed in a bin.
• MH(H − hi, As): the maximum number of items ofAs which can be packed vertically with itemai
of Amed in a bin.

Each value is solution of a knapsack problem(1KP) defined in Section 4.

MW(w
∗, As)=Max




∑
ai∈As

�i :
∑
ai∈As

wi�i�w∗, �i ∈ {0,1}

 ,

MH(h
∗, As)=Max




∑
ai∈As

�i :
∑
ai∈As

hi�i�h∗, �i ∈ {0,1}

 ,

L2D3,BM = max
1�p� (1/2)H,1�q� (1/2)W

{
|Alarge∪ Amed|

+max
{
0,

⌈ |As| −∑
ai∈Amedm

′(ai, As)
MW(W,As)MH(H,As)

⌉}}
,

wherem′(ai, As) is an upper bound of the number of items fromAs which can be packed together with
ai : m′(ai, As)=MW(W,As)MH(H −hi, As)+MW(W −wi,As)MH(H,As)−MW(W −wj,As)MH
(H − hi, As).
Theorem 2.2([Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] ). L2D3,BM is a lower bound for2BP.

2.2.7. Lower boundL2D4,BM (Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] )

The boundL2D4,BM uses another method to evaluate the number of small items which cannot be packed
with the large items and the number of bins needed to pack them. Each itemai of small width (resp.,
height) has its width (resp., its height) reduced to a value computed from its size and a given parameter
q (resp.,p). The size of any large itemai is increased so that the number of small items which can be
packed together withai is the same. LetAlarge= {ai ∈ A : hi >H − p andwi >W − q},Amed= {ai ∈
A\Alarge : hi > 1

2H andwi > 1
2W }, Ats = {ai ∈ A : hi > 1

2H and1
2W �wi�q}, Aws = {ai ∈ A :

1
2H �hi�p andwi > 1

2W }, Ass= {ai ∈ A : 12H �hi�p and1
2W �wi�q}.

L2D4,BM = max
1�p�H/2,1�q�W/2

{
|Alarge∪ Amed| +max

{
0,

⌈∑
ai∈A\Alargem

′′(ai, p, q)
�H/p��W/q�

⌉}}
,

where

• m′′(ai, p, q) = �(W − wi)/q��(H − hi)/p� − �(W − wi)/q��H/p� − �W/q��(H − hi)/p�, if
ai ∈ Amed.
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• m′′(ai, p, q)= �wi/q��H/p� − �wi/q��(H − hi)/p�, if ai ∈ Ats.• m′′(ai, p, q)= �W/q��hi/p� − �(W − wi)/q��hi/p�, if ai ∈ Aws .• m′′(ai, p, q)= �wi/q��hi/p�, if ai ∈ Ass.
Theorem 2.3([Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] ). L2D4,BM is a lower bound for2BP.

The overall lower bound proposed by Boschetti and Mingozzi is the maximum amongL2D2,BM, L
2D
3,BM,

andL2D4,BM. We denote this boundL2DBM.
To sum up, Fekete and Schepers[3] have proposed a general framework to use DFF to compute lower

bounds for 2BP. Another approach is used by Boschetti and Mingozzi[2], which leads to better bounds.
We show in the following of the paper that the two approaches can be gathered and improved to obtain
better results.

3. Reduction procedures: identically-feasible functions

In this section, we describe cases where some items could be removed in a 2BP. In the general case,
if an item is too small, it may have no impact on the valueOPT, and if it is of size(W,H) it forms a
trivial sub-instance which can be separately treated. There are few such large items in the initial instance
but their number can be increased by applying an efficient reduction procedure. This section deals with
methods which increase the size of the large items and remove the small items which have no impact on
OPT. The number of removed items can be used to compare reduction procedures, as well as the new
total area obtained. It is useful to apply this sort of procedure as a preprocessing before using a heuristic
or an exact method.
For this purpose, we define the concept of IFF. We show that the method proposed by Boschetti and

Mingozzi [2] is equivalent to applying an IFF. Then we propose two new functions which remove small
items and increase the size of the large items.

Definition 3.1. Let D = (A,B) be a 2BP instance. A functionf is an IFF associated with instanceD
iff instancef (D) = ({a′1, . . . , a′n}, B) obtained by applyingf to all items ofA is such thatOPT(D) =
OPT(f (D)).

The following proposition shows that the preprocessing proposed by Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] (see
Section 2) can be obtained by applying an IFF. We denote this functionu

j
w.

Proposition 3.1(Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] ). LetD be an instance of2BP andaj ∈ A an item.

ujw : A→ A1,
ai �→ a′i with

{
w′i = wi + (W −W ∗j ) andh′i = hi if i = j,
w′i = wi andh′i = hi otherwise

is an IFF associated with instanceD.
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Similarly, the functionujh is defined by exchanging widths with heights. We denote withu the iterative

application ofujh andu
j
w using a greedy criterion for the choice ofaj .

3.1. New identically-feasible functionv1

If the small items are sufficiently small, they can be packed into the available area around the large
items. The previous method does not take this fact into account. The two functions we propose in this
paper are designed to detect such cases. Consider a setAtall of tall items, and a setAshallowof items which
can be packed above an item ofAtall. If all items ofAshallowcan be packed into the area above the items
of Atall, these small items have no impact on the value ofOPT.
LetD be an instance of 2BPand 1�p� 1

2H an integer. We defineAtall = {ai ∈ A : hi >H − p} and
Ashallow={ai ∈ A : hi <p}. We denotem=|Atall|. For each itemai ofAtall, a binBi of size(H −hi, wi)
is created. ConsiderD′ = (Ashallow, {B1, . . . , Bm}) the following decision problem: “Is there a packing
for the items ofAshallow in the binsB1, . . . , Bm?”.

Theorem 3.1. If D′ has a feasible solution then function

v
p

1 : A→ A1,

ai �→ a′i where

{
w′i = wi andh′i =H if hi >H − p,
w′i = 0 andh′i = 0 if hi <p,
w′i = wi andh′i = hi otherwise

is an IFF associated with instance D.

Proof. Consider the initial instanceD and the modified instancevp1 (D) obtained by applying IFFv
p

1 to
D. Suppose an optimal packing is known forvp1 (D). From this packing an optimal packing forD can be
built as follows: items inA− Ashalloware packed in the same way, and the items inAshalloware packed
into the area available above the tall items (this area is available, as no items inA − Ashallow can be
packed above an item ofAtall). Using a similar method an optimal packing forv

p

1 (D) can be built from
any optimal packing forD. If in the optimal packing obtained forD the items ofAshalloware not packed
above items ofAtall, a similar packing can be built by packing the small items above the tall items (if
necessary shifting the tall items up or down). From the new packing obtained a packing forv

p

1 (D) can
be built using the same coordinates for the remaining items.�

We denotevH1 the iterative application ofvp1 for the different values ofp. This algorithm can be
implemented inO(H × �(n)), where�(n) is the complexity of the algorithm used to solve the decision
problemD′. If we take into account the fact that the only interesting values forp are those equal to the
height of an item, the complexity becomesO(n�(n)).
We define a similar functionvW1 by exchanging heights with widths. When the size of an item is

increased in one dimension, decision problems which had no solutions before can become feasible. We
denotev1 the iterative application ofvW1 andvH1 . The method terminates when the instance has not been
modified by the previous step. The decision problems to solve areNP-complete but a heuristic is sufficient
to obtain good results, as shown in the computational experiments (Section 6). Functionv1 is illustrated
by Fig. 1.
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1 2 1 2

Fig. 1. Functionv1.

1
1

Fig. 2. Functionv2.

3.2. New identically-feasible functionv2

The reduction procedure related to functionv2 takes into account the whole area around the large items.
Consider a setAlarge of items of size greater than half of the bin in the two dimensions, and a setAs of
items which can be packed with an item ofAlarge. If all items inAs can be packed with items ofAlarge
these items have no impact on the value ofOPT(seeFig. 2).
LetD be an instance of 2BPand 1�p� 1

2H and 1�q� 1
2W two integers. We denoteAlarge the set of

itemsai such thatwi >W − q andhi >H −p andAs the set of itemsai such thatwi <q or hi <p. Let
D′ be the following 2BP: (A′ = As∪ Alarge, B).
Theorem 3.2. If OPT(D′)= |Alarge|, then function

v
p,q

2 : A→ A1,

ai �→ a′i where

{
w′i =W andh′i =H if wi >W − q andhi >H − p,
w′i = 0 andh′i = 0 if wi <q or hi <p,
w′i = wi andh′i = hi otherwise

is an IFF associated with instanceD.

Proof. Consider the initial instanceD and the modified instancevp,q2 (D). Suppose a packing is known
for vp,q2 (D). From this packing, a packing forD can be built as follows: items ofA− As are packed in
the same way, and the items ofAs are packed in the area available around the large items (this area is
available as no items ofA−As can be packed with an item ofAlarge). Using a similar method, a packing
for vp,q2 (D) can be obtained fromD. If in the packing obtained forD, the items ofAs are not packed
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with an item ofAlarge, a similar packing can be built by packing the small items in the same bins as the
large items (if necessary shifting the large items up or down, or from left to right). From the new packing
obtained, a packing forvp,q2 (D) can be built using the same coordinates for the remaining items.�

The optimal value for the generated 2BP instanceD′ is difficult to compute, but a simple heuristic
can detect a large number of trivial cases. We denotev2 the iterative application ofv

p,q

2 for the different
values ofp andq. This algorithm can be implemented inO(HW�(n)), where�(n) is the complexity of
the heuristic used to find a solution for the generated 2BP instance. This complexity can be reduced using
the following observation: the only interesting values forp andq are those which are equal to the size of
items ofA. Consequently, the complexity of the method isO(n2�(n)).

4. New lower bounds

In the literature, DFF have been successfully applied to obtain lower bounds for 2BP. It appears that
there are bounds which cannot be computed by the mean of DFF. So, we propose a new concept of
functions which are dependent on the data, and lead to improving bounds.

4.1. Data-dependent dual-feasible functions

DFFare defined independently of the instance. Another class of functions canbedefinedwhich depends
on the sizes of items in the instance. Once again, we deal with a class of discrete functions.

Definition 4.1. Let I = {1, . . . , n}, c1, c2, . . . , cn n integer values andC an integer such thatC�ci for
i = 1, . . . , n. A DDFF f associated withC andc1, c2, . . . , cn is a discrete application from[0, C] to
[0, C′] such that

∀I1 ⊂ I,
∑
i∈I1
ci�C ⇒

∑
i∈I1
f (ci)�f (C)= C′.

For a given instanceD, a function dependent on instanceD can be used as if it were a Discrete DFF.
This family of functions takes into account the number of occurrences of each value, and thus can lead
to bounds which strictly dominate those obtained by the DFF. We now give the example of a DDFFg
which is better than any DFF for a specific case. Let 5,6,7 be the list of values andC = 10.g(5)= 10,
g(6)= 10,g(7)= 10,g(10)= 10.g is not a Discrete DFF since 20= g(5)+ g(5)> g(10)= 10.

Theorem 4.1. LetD be a2BP instance andD′ be the instance obtained after applying f, a DFF or a
DDFF on the width(resp., height) ofD. Any lower bound forD′ is also a lower bound forD.

Proof. Clearly, any feasible packing forD remains feasible forD′ (see[3]). So the set of possible
packings associated withD′ contains the set of solutions associated withD. �
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4.2. New Discrete DFF and DDFF

We shall now describe three families of functionsf k0 , f
k
1 andf k2 . These families are inspired from the

bounds proposed by Boschetti and Mingozzi[2], but they can be applied to each dimension separately.
f k0 andf k2 are Discrete DFF, whereasf k1 is a DDFF.We show in the next section that familiesf k0 , f

k
1 and

f k2 can be combined to obtain bounds which strictly dominate the bounds of Boschetti and Mingozzi[2].
In the following,C denotes an integer value andk an integer smaller thanC2 . As stated in Section 2, we
use a discrete version of DFF.

4.2.1. Classical functionf k0
We introduce a classical DFF defined for a set of integers. It is based on a simple observation: if no

items can be packed with an itemai , the size ofai can be increased to the size of the bin. Analogously,
given a valuek (1�k�C/2), the size of the items of size strictly greater thanC−k can be increased if any
item smaller thank is removed. In this paperf k0 denotes the corresponding family of DFF. This function
has also been used by Fekete and Schepers[3]. They also have shown that this function is underlying
bounds described in[16,17].

f k0 : [0, C] → [0, C],

x �→
{
C if x >C − k,
x if C − k�x�k,
0 otherwise.

4.2.2. Functionf k1
Letf k1 bea functiondefined for agivenparameterk, 1�k� 1

2 C anda list of integer valuesc1, c2, . . . , cn
(I = {1, . . . , n}). We introduce the setJ = {i ∈ I : 12 C�ci�k} andMC(X, J ) the optimal value for the
one-dimensional 1KP related toJ and sizeX. This value is equal to the maximum number of itemsci
such thati ∈ J which can be packed together in a container of sizeX. It can be solved in linear time if
the items are sorted by increasing order of size. This function is underlying the boundL2D3,BM of Boschetti
and Mingozzi[2].

f k1 : [0, C] → [0,MC(C, J )],

x �→


MC(C, J )−MC(C − x, J ) if x > 1

2 C,

1 if 1
2 C�x�k,

0 otherwise.

Theorem 4.2. Functionf k1 is a DDFF for the listc1, . . . , cn and the value C.

Proof. Supposef k1 is not aDDFF.Consequently, there exists a subsetI1 of integers such that
∑
i∈I1 ci�C

and
∑
i∈I1 f

k
1 (ci)>MC(C, J ). We consider different cases depending on whether or not there existsj ∈

I1 such thatcj > 1
2C. Items of size less thank are not considered.

1. Thereexistsj ∈ I1 such thatcj > 1
2 C.Note that fori �= j , i ∈ J .Wehavef k1 (cj )+

∑
i∈I1−{j} f

k
1 (ci)>

MC(C, J ), and thusMC(C, J ) −MC(C − cj , J ) +∑
i∈I1−{j} 1>MC(C, J ). Since

∑
i∈I1 ci�C,
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MC(C − cj , J )� |I1 − {j}|. So,∑i∈I1−{j} 1= |I1 − {j}|>MC(C − cj , J )� |I1 − {j}|. There is a
contradiction.

2. For all i ∈ I1, 1
2 C�ci�k (I1 ⊆ J ). In this case,MC(C, J )� |I1|. So, we have|I1| =∑

i∈I1 1>
MC(C, J )� |I1|. There is a contradiction.�
Note thatf k1 is not a DFF asMC(C, J ) is dependent on the valuesc1, . . . , cn.

4.2.3. Functionf k2
Functionf k2 is based on a special rounding technique. It is an improvement on a function which has

been indirectly used by Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] and as a DFF by Boschetti[18].
Let f k2 be the function defined as follows:

f k2 : [0, C] →
[
0,2

⌊
C

k

⌋]
,

x �→




2

(⌊
C

k

⌋
−

⌊
C − x
k

⌋)
if x > 1

2 C,⌊
C

k

⌋
if x = 1

2 C,

2
⌊x
k

⌋
if 1

2 C >x.

Theorem 4.3. Functionf k2 is a DFF.

Proof. Suppose functionf k2 is not a DFF. Then there exists a list of integersc1, . . . , cn (I = {1, . . . , n})
such that

∑
i∈I ci�C and

∑
i∈I f k2 (ci)>2�C/k�.

The cases to be considered depend on the values in the list.

1. There is a valuej ∈ I such thatcj > 1
2 C. We have 2�C/k�− 2�(C − cj )/k�+ 2∑

i∈I−{j}�ci/k�>
2�C/k�. Thus,

∑
i∈I−{j}

⌊ci
k

⌋
>

⌊
C − cj
k

⌋
. (1)

Recall that
∑
i∈I−{j} ci�C − cj . Then,

∑
i∈I−{j}

⌊ci
k

⌋
�

 ∑
i∈I−{j}

ci

k

 �
⌊
C − cj
k

⌋
. (2)

Eq. (2) contradicts with Eq. (1).
2. There are two valuesj, l ∈ I such thatcj = cl = C/2. The contradiction is immediate.
3. There is only one valuej ∈ I such thatcj = C/2. We have�C/k� + 2

∑
i∈I−{j} �ci/k�>2�C/k�.

Thus, 2
∑
i∈I−{j}� cik �> �C/k�. Recall that

∑
i∈I−{j} ci�C/2. Then, 2

∑
i∈I−{j} ci/k�C/k. So
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we obtain⌊
C

k

⌋
<2

∑
i∈I−{j}

⌊ci
k

⌋
�

2 ∑
i∈I−{j}

ci

k

 �
⌊
C

k

⌋
.

There is a contradiction.
4. For eachi ∈ I , ci < 1

2C. We have
∑
i∈I ci�C and 2

∑
i∈I �ci/k�>2�C/k�. So we have

∑
i∈I

⌊ci
k

⌋
�

⌊∑
i∈I ci
k

⌋
�

⌊
C

k

⌋
and

∑
i∈I

⌊ci
k

⌋
>

⌊
C

k

⌋
.

There is a contradiction.�

4.3. Three new lower bounds for2BP

4.3.1. Using DDFF
We first introduce bounds dedicated to 1BP. Foru= 0,1,2 we defineL1BPfu :

L1BPfu = max
1�k�C/2

{⌈∑
ai∈A f

k
u (ci)

f ku (C)

⌉}
,

L1DCCM= max
u∈{0,1,2}{L

1BP
fu
}.

We introduce nine analogous bounds for 2BP, following the framework defined by Fekete and
Schepers[3]. Foru= 0,1,2 andv = 0,1,2 we defineL(fu,fv):

L2D(fu,fv) = max
1�k�W/2,1� l�H/2

{⌈∑
ai∈A f

k
u (wi)f

l
v(hi)

f ku (W)f
l
v(H)

⌉}
.

LetL2D1,CCM be the maximum continuous bound among the instances obtained after applying a DDFF
on each dimension.

L2D1,CCM= max
u∈{0,1,2},v∈{0,1,2}{L

2D
(fu,fv)

}.

4.3.2. Using the scheme of Boschetti and Mingozzi[2]
It appears that the lower-boundL2D2,BM proposed by Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] cannot be computed

by the mean of DFF. So we have to use the scheme underlying this bound to improve on the obtained
results. In both bounds, a lower-boundL1DMV proposed in[4] for 1BP is used. LetL2D2,CCM be the bound

obtained fromL2D2,BM by replacingL1DMV byL1DCCM.

Proposition 4.1. L2D2,CCM is a valid lower bound for2BP.

Proof. Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] have shown that their boundL2D2,BM is a valid lower bound for 2BP.

The only difference betweenL2D2,BM andL2D2,CCM is the inner 1BP lower bound used.L1DCCM is valid, so

L2D2,CCM is also valid. �
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We obtain the following valid lower bound:L2DCCM = max{L2D1,CCM, L2D2,CCM}. This new lower bound

improves previous results. Compared to the boundsL2D3,BM andL2D4,BM proposed in[2],L2D1,CCM generalizes
several methods. The height and the width are considered separately, which leads to new combinations.
We have also proposed functionf k2 , which improves on the previously used function.L

2D
2,CCM improves

L2D2,BM proposed by Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] by replacing lower-boundL1DMV byL1DCCM. Note that the
twomethods have the samecomplexity.Weshow in the computational experiments thatwe can implement
our bounds in such a way that they are faster than the bounds of Boschetti and Mingozzi.

4.3.3. Improving onL2DCCM by iteratively removing items
When only DFF are used, removing an item can only decrease the value of the lower bound obtained.

When DDFF are used, this observation does not hold any more. So a way of improving the lower bounds
is to remove items and applyL2DCCM on the residual instance. The items are sorted following a given
order. At each step of an iterative process, the last item is removed and the lower bound is computed.
The algorithm stops when the number of items is less than or equal to the current best lower bound. This
method may improve the results in some cases. We denote this method asL2D3,CCM.

5. Dominance relations

We now show that the boundL2DCCM dominatesL2DBM proposed by Boschetti and Mingozzi[2]. We first
show thatL1DCCM dominatesL1DMV proposed by Martello and Vigo[4] andL1DLab proposed by Labbé et al.
[11] for 1BP.

5.1. Lower-boundL1DMV for 1BP[4]

Proposition 5.1. The boundL1DCCM dominates the boundL� proposed by Martello and Vigo[4].

Proof. For a givenk,L�(k)=|Alarge|+max{|Amed|, ∑ai∈Amed∪As ci/C�}. There are two possible cases:

1. If
∑
ai∈Amed∪As ci/C� |Amed|, L�(k)= |Alarge∪ Amed|. In this case, for eachk, L�(k) makes use of

the fact that the number of large and medium items is a lower bound for 2BP. Now, consider the
previously defined DFFf (1/2)C0 . The continuous bound for the modified instance obtained is

L1D
f
(1/2)C
0

=
⌈∑

ai∈Alarge∪AmedC +
∑
{ai∈A:ci=(1/2)C}

1
2 C

C

⌉
,

L1D
f
(1/2)C
0

= ∣∣Alarge∪ Amed∣∣+ 1
2

∣∣∣{ai ∈ A : ci = 1
2 C}

∣∣∣ .
In this particular case,L�(k) is dominated byLf0 and thus byL

1D
CCM.
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2. If ∑
ai∈Amed∪As ci
C

> |Amed|, L�(k)= |Alarge| +
⌈∑

ai∈Amed∪As ci
C

⌉
.

In this case,L�(k) is equal to the continuous bound after application of DFFf k0 . So it is dominated
byL1DCCM. �

Proposition 5.2. The boundL1DCCM dominates the boundL� proposed by Martello and Vigo[4].

Proof. For a givenk,

L�(k)= |Alarge∪ Amed| +max


0,



|As| −∑

ai∈Amed

⌊
C − ci
k

⌋
⌊
C

k

⌋




 .

For the case whereL�(k)= |Alarge∪ Amed|, see the proof of Proposition 5.1.
If

|As|>
∑
ai∈Amed

⌊
C − ci
k

⌋
, L�(k)= |Alarge∪ Amed| +



|As| −∑

ai∈Amed

⌊
C − ci
k

⌋
⌊
C

k

⌋


.

The method used to evaluate how many items ofAs can be packed together in a bin involves reducing
their size to a given value depending on parameterk. The size of each large itemai is increased in such
a way that the same number of small items can be packed withai . We show that a better bound can be
obtained by applying the family of functionsf k2 . The continuous bound obtained for the instance after
application off k2 is

L1D
f k2
=

⌈∑
ai∈Alarge∪Amed∪As f

k
2 (ci)

2�C/k�

⌉
.

To simplify the proof, we take into account the fact thatf k2 is an increasing function. Thus, we consider
thatf k2 (x)�2�x/k� if x = C/2.

L1D
f k2

�



2
∑
ai∈Alarge

⌊
C

k

⌋
+ 2

∑
ai∈As

⌊ci
k

⌋
+ 2

∑
ai∈Amed

(⌊
C

k

⌋
−

⌊
C − ci
k

⌋)

2

⌊
C

k

⌋


,

L1D
f k2

� |Alarge| + |Amed| +




∑
ai∈As

⌊ci
k

⌋
−∑

ai∈Amed

⌊
C − ci
k

⌋
⌊
C

k

⌋


.
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Forai ∈ As, sinceci�k, �ci/k��1.

L1D
f k2

� |Alarge| + |Amed| +



|As| −∑

ai∈Amed

⌊
C − ci
k

⌋
⌊
C

k

⌋


= L�(k),

L1DCCM�L1D
f k2

�L�. �

SinceL1DMV =max{L�, L�}, and given Propositions 5.1 and 5.2, we obtain the following result.

Theorem 5.1. The boundL1DCCM dominatesL1DMV proposed by Martello and Vigo[4].

5.2. Lower-boundL1DLab for 1BP[11])

We now show that our bounds dominate the boundL1DLab proposed by Labbé et al.[11].

Proposition 5.3. L1DCCM dominatesL1DLab.

Proof. For a given value ofk,

L1DLab(k)= |Alarge| +max

{
|Amed| +

⌈
|A+d |
2

⌉
,

⌈∑
ai∈A′ ci
C

⌉}
.

If

|Amed| +
⌈
|A+d |
2

⌉
�

⌈∑
ai∈A′ ci
C

⌉
,

L1DLab(k) is equal to the continuous lower bound after applying functionf
k
0 .

If

|Amed| +
⌈
|A+d |
2

⌉
>

⌈∑
ai∈A′ wi
C

⌉
, L1DLab(k)= |Alarge∪ Amed| +

⌈
|A+d |
2

⌉
.

There exists a given parameterp (p >C/3) such thatci�p impliesai ∈ A+d andci <p impliesai /∈A+d .
Now, let us compute the continuous boundL1D

f
p
1
obtained after applying functionf p1 to the instance.

L1D
f
p
1
=

⌈∑
ai∈A f

p

1 (ci)

f
p

1 (C)

⌉
.
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Sincep�C/3, so only items ofAlarge∪ Amed∪ A+d have to be considered.

L1D
f
p
1
=

⌈∑
ai∈Alarge∪Amedf

p

1 (ci)+
∑
ai∈A+d f

p

1 (ci)

f
p

1 (C)

⌉
,

L1D
f
p
1
=

⌈∑
ai∈Alarge∪AmedMC(C,A

+
d )−MC(C − ci, A+d )+

∑
ai∈A+d 1

MC(C,A
+
d )

⌉
.

As no item ofA+d can be packed with any item ofAmed∪Alarge,MC(C − ci, A+d )= 0 for all items of
Amed∪ Alarge.

L1D
f
p
1
=

⌈∑
ai∈Alarge∪AmedMC(C,A

+
d )+

∑
ai∈A+d 1

MC(C,A
+
d )

⌉
.

We havep>C/3, thusMC(C,A
+
d )�2, L1D

f
p
1

� |Alarge ∪ Amed| + |A+d |/2�. This completes the

proof. �

5.3. BoundsL2D1,BM andL2D2,BM [2]

The only difference betweenL2D2,BM andL2D2,CCM is the inner lower bound for the 1BP created. From

Theorem 5.1,L1DCCM dominatesL1DMV , soL
2D
2,CCM dominatesL2D2,BM. The following result holds.

Corollary 5.1. The boundL2D2,CCM dominatesL2D2,BM proposed in[2].

Since Boschetti and Mingozzi[2] proved thatL2D1,BM is dominated byL2D2,BM,L
2D
2,CCM dominates both.

5.4. The boundL2D3,BM [2]

Theorem 5.2. L2D1,CCM dominates the boundL2D3,BM proposed in[2].

Proof.

L2D3,BM(p, q)= |Alarge∪ Amed| +max

{
0,

⌈ |As| −∑
ai∈Amedm

′(ai, As)
MW(W,As)MH(H,As)

⌉}
.

If L2D3,BM(p, q) = |Alarge ∪ Amed|, L2D3,BM is dominated byLDDFF because it is dominated by the

continuous bound after application off (1/2)W0 andf (1/2)H0 to the widths and to the heights, respectively.
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The remaining case is the following:

L2D3,BM(p, q)= |Alarge∪ Amed| +
⌈ |As| −∑

ai∈Amedm
′(ai, As)

MW(W,As)MH(H,As)

⌉
.

We now show thatf k1 leads to a bound which is equal toL2D3,BM. To simplify the proof, we introduce
W ′ =MW(W,As) andH ′ =MH(H,As).

L2D
(f
p
1 ,f

q
1 )
=




∑
ai∈A

f
q

1 (wi)× f p1 (hi)
W ′H ′


 .

By replacingf q1 (wi) andf
p

1 (hi) by their values, we obtain

L2D
(f
p
1 ,f

q
1 )
=

⌈∑
ai∈AlargeW

′H ′ +∑
ai∈As 1

W ′H ′

+
∑
ai∈Amed(W

′ −MW(W − wi,As))(H ′ −MH(H − hi, As))
W ′H ′

⌉
,

L2D
(f
p
1 ,f

q
1 )
= |Alarge|

+
⌈ |As| +∑

ai∈Amed(W
′ −MW(W − wi,As))(H ′ −MH(H − hi, As))

W ′H ′

⌉
,

L2D
(f
p
1 ,f

q
1 )
= |Alarge| + |Amed| +




∑
ai∈Amed

(
−H

′MW(W − wi,As)
W ′H ′

− W
′MH(H − hi, As)

W ′H ′

+MH(H − hi, As)MW(W − wi,As)
W ′H ′

)
+ |As|
W ′H ′


= L2D3,BM(p, q),

L2D1,CCM�L2D
(f
p
1 ,f

q
1 )
= L2D3,BM . �

Theorem 5.3. L2D1,CCM dominates the boundL2D4,BM proposed in[2].

Proof. We consider only the case where the bound is different from|Alarge∪ Amed|. We show thatf k2
actually leads to a better bound.

L2D
(f
p
2 ,f

q
2 )
=




∑
ai∈A

f
q

2 (wi)× f p2 (hi)
2�W/q�2�H/p�


 .
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In order to simplify the proof, we take into account the fact thatf k2 is an increasing function. Thus,
f k2 (x)�2�x/k� if x = C/2. Replacing thef p2 andf q2 by their values, we obtain

L2D
(f
p
2 ,f

q
2 )

� |Alarge| +




∑
ai∈Amed

(
2

⌊
H

p

⌋
− 2

⌊
H − hi
p

⌋) (
2

⌊
W

q

⌋
− 2

⌊
W − wi
q

⌋)

4

⌊
W

q

⌋ ⌊
H

p

⌋

+
∑
ai∈Ats

(
2

⌊
H

p

⌋
− 2

⌊
H − hi
p

⌋)
2

⌊
wi

q

⌋

4

⌊
W

q

⌋ ⌊
H

p

⌋ +
∑
ai∈Aws

2

⌊
hi

p

⌋ (
2

⌊
W

q

⌋
− 2

⌊
W − wi
q

⌋)

4

⌊
W

q

⌋ ⌊
H

p

⌋

+
∑
ai∈Ass

4

⌊
hi

p

⌋ ⌊
wi

q

⌋

4

⌊
W

q

⌋ ⌊
H

p

⌋


,

L2D
(f
p
2 ,f

q
2 )

� |Alarge| + |Amed|

+




∑
ai∈Amed

−
⌊
H

p

⌋ ⌊
W − wi
q

⌋
−

⌊
W

q

⌋ ⌊
H − hi
p

⌋
+

⌊
W − wi
q

⌋ ⌊
H − hi
p

⌋
⌊
H

p

⌋ ⌊
W

q

⌋

+
∑
ai∈Ats

⌊
H

p

⌋ ⌊
wi

q

⌋
−

⌊
H − hi
p

⌋ ⌊
wi

q

⌋
⌊
H

p

⌋ ⌊
W

q

⌋ +
∑
ai∈Aws

⌊
W

q

⌋ ⌊
hi

p

⌋
−

⌊
W − wi
q

⌋ ⌊
hi

p

⌋
⌊
H

p

⌋ ⌊
W

q

⌋

+
∑
ai∈Ass

⌊
hi

p

⌋ ⌊
wi

q

⌋
⌊
H

p

⌋ ⌊
W

q

⌋


,

L2D
(f
p
2 ,f

q
2 )

� |Alarge| + |Amed| +




∑
ai∈A\Alarge

m′′(ai, p, q)⌊
H

p

⌋ ⌊
W

q

⌋


= L2D4,BM(p, q),

L2D1,CCM�L2D
(f
p
2 ,f

q
2 )

�L2D4,BM . �

6. Computational experiments

We tested our reduction procedures and our lower bounds on a classical benchmark described by
Berkey andWang[12] andMartello and Vigo[4]. The benchmark is composed of 10 classes of randomly
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generated test problems. Each class contains five groups of 10 instances each. These data are available
on the following web page:http://www.or.deis.unibo.it/ORinstances. Results for the methods proposed
by Boschetti and Mingozzi are known for these benchmarks[13]. All programs are implemented in C on
a PC Pentium IV 2.6GHz running Linux.

6.1. Reduction procedures

We tested our reduction procedures and compared them to the method proposed by Boschetti and
Mingozzi [2] (Table 1). The heuristic used for the decision problems insidev1 andv2 is based on the
well-knownbottom left decreasingheuristic[19]. We first sort the set of items following a given order.
The free areas are considered from left to right, an item is packed in the first free area. We note that a
more efficient heuristic could improve the results but we prefer using a fast method.
The comparison criteria for the reduction procedures are:

1. The percentage of items left in the instance obtained after removing the items of size(W,H).
2. The total area of the obtained items divided by the area of a bin.
3. The computing time in seconds.

There are four results for each criterion: one for each reduction procedure, and one for the iterative
use of the three reduction procedures, i.e. each function is applied in turn while the instance is modified
(columnall). We also report the initial total area, which helps evaluating the efficiency of the different
methods to increase the size of the items.
In most cases, functionu is less efficient for removing items. It is sometimes useful to improve on the

results of the two other reduction procedures. Functionv1 is the best function on average for reducing
the size of the instance. The only class for which there are better results (provided byv2) is class IX. For
classes I, III and VIII,v1 is the only method which removes items whose size is not equal to the size of
the bin initially. Functionv2 is often less efficient thanv1, but it is very interesting to use this function
when the items are large, like in Class IX.
For the total area, functionu is on average as good as functionv2. Once again, functionv1 is the best

method for this criterion.v1 provides an inferior result when compared tov2 only for class IX. Most of
the time,v1 returns the best results.
Note that the results forall arebetter than themaximumof the threemethods for both criteria.Evenwhen

a reduction procedure fails to remove items of the initial instance, it may remove items after application of
another procedure. The three procedures should be used together to obtain the best reduction procedure.
It appears that the cost ofu2 andv1 are small, whereas the cost ofv2 is larger. Functionv1 is sufficient
for most of the instances.

6.2. Lower bounds

The computation of the lower bounds for 2BPcan be improved by taking into account the two following
relations.

1. If f is a DFF,f (hi)/f (H)�1/�H/hi�, as�H/hi� is the number of items of sizehi which can be
packed together in a bin of sizeH.

2. If f is a DDFF,f (hi)/f (H)�1, asf (hi)�f (H).

http://www.or.deis.unibo.it/ORinstances
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Table 1
Reduction procedures

Class Problem % Remaining items Total area/area of a bin CPU time

H ×W n u v1 v2 all init u v1 v2 all u v1 v2 all

10× 10 20 100.00 80.50 98.50 78.00 5.8 5.8 6.0 5.8 6.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 63.50 98.50 63.25 11.6 11.6 12.6 11.6 12.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
60 100.00 74.83 99.00 67.67 17.9 17.9 18.9 17.9 19.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
80 100.00 75.00 99.00 66.38 24.8 24.8 26.0 24.8 26.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
100 100.00 84.40 99.00 84.40 30.0 30.0 30.6 30.0 30.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

30× 30 20 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
60 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
80 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
100 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1

40× 40 20 100.00 85.00 100.00 84.50 3.8 3.9 4.0 3.8 4.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 85.25 100.00 81.00 7.7 7.7 8.1 7.7 8.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
60 100.00 94.67 100.00 92.00 12.0 12.0 12.1 12.0 12.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
80 100.00 90.50 100.00 90.25 16.7 16.7 16.9 16.7 17.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
100 100.00 98.50 100.00 98.50 20.1 20.1 20.1 20.1 20.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4

100× 100 20 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4
60 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.0
80 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.7
100 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 0.0 0.0 1.2 2.5

100× 100 20 100.00 83.50 98.50 81.00 4.8 5.0 5.1 4.8 5.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 87.50 93.25 75.25 9.7 9.8 10.2 9.8 10.7 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1
60 100.00 86.83 100.00 84.00 15.1 15.2 15.6 15.1 15.8 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4
80 100.00 79.25 99.88 75.12 21.0 21.0 22.0 21.0 22.3 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.6
100 100.00 89.80 99.60 89.40 25.3 25.3 25.7 25.3 25.8 0.0 0.0 0.9 1.3

300× 300 20 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
40 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.9
60 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 0.0 0.0 1.5 3.1
80 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 0.0 0.0 3.1 6.3
100 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 0.0 0.0 5.6 11.5

100× 100 20 100.00 96.00 98.50 96.00 4.2 4.5 4.3 4.3 4.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 98.50 99.75 97.75 9.1 9.6 9.2 9.1 9.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
60 100.00 97.67 99.67 97.50 13.4 13.6 13.6 13.4 13.9 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
80 100.00 95.75 100.00 95.75 19.3 19.6 19.9 19.3 20.3 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.4
100 100.00 96.50 100.00 96.50 23.3 23.5 23.9 23.3 24.1 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.8

100× 100 20 100.00 97.50 100.00 97.50 4.3 4.7 4.5 4.3 4.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 97.25 100.00 97.25 9.2 9.5 9.4 9.2 9.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
60 100.00 97.17 100.00 97.17 13.6 13.9 14.0 13.6 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
80 100.00 97.62 100.00 96.12 19.1 19.2 19.5 19.1 19.9 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.5
100 100.00 94.50 100.00 94.10 23.6 23.7 24.8 23.6 25.2 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.7
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Table 1 (continued)

Class Problem % Remaining items Total area/area of a bin CPU time

H ×W n u v1 v2 all init u v1 v2 all u v1 v2 all

100× 100 20 100.00 57.50 13.00 1.00 8.9 10.7 10.8 13.8 14.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 40.50 20.25 5.25 17.6 19.0 23.1 26.0 27.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
60 100.00 31.67 6.50 1.83 27.2 28.5 37.7 42.5 43.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
80 100.00 28.88 6.88 3.12 36.5 37.2 51.4 55.8 57.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
100 100.00 16.30 5.20 2.40 44.5 45.0 64.8 67.4 69.3 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0

100× 100 20 100.00 76.00 97.00 73.50 3.3 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
40 100.00 90.00 100.00 90.00 6.3 6.3 6.4 6.3 6.4 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2
60 100.00 85.17 100.00 85.00 9.0 9.0 9.2 9.0 9.2 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.6
80 100.00 93.62 100.00 93.12 11.7 11.7 11.8 11.7 11.8 0.0 0.0 0.8 1.4
100 100.00 95.60 100.00 95.60 14.7 14.7 14.8 14.7 14.8 0.0 0.0 1.2 2.2

So when a function is applied on one dimension, it can be checked that the residual instance can
still improve the value of the current best lower bound. Using this method, many combinations are not
considered. When a functionf is applied to the width, and if∑ai∈A(f (wi)/f (W))(1/�H/hi�)� is less
than the current best lower bound, onlyf k1 is used for the height. If∑ai∈Af (wi)/f (W)� is less than
the current best lower bound, no function is used for the height.

6.2.1. Computational results for1BP
As lower bounds for 1BP are used in our 2BP lower bounds, we first compare our bounds for the

one-dimensional case to the bounds proposed by Fekete and Schepers[8]. The benchmarks used are
computed using the method described in[17]. We generate problems with a bin of size 100, withn items
of size included in a given interval[min,100]. Several values ofn (100, 500, 1000) and min (1, 20, 35)
are used. For the method of Fekete and Schepers (L1DFS) and for our method (L

1D
CCM), we report the sum

of the lower bounds obtained for the 1000 instances (Sum), the number of times where a bound is better
than the other (Best bound), and the computing time needed (CPU Time) in seconds for the 1000 test
cases (Table 2).
Most of the time, the two bounds are equal. It appears that for each bound, there are test cases where it

is better than the other. In average, our bound is better, but is more time consuming. A way of computing
good lower bounds is to use both methods.

6.2.2. Computational results for2BP
We tested our lower bounds on the same benchmarks (Tables3 and 4 ). Note that the reduction

procedures are not used, as they do not improve the results of our lower bounds. Two criteria are reported
to evaluate the bounds:

1. The valueU/L reported is the ratio between the upper boundproposedbyBoschetti andMingozzi[13]
and the tested lower bound. The values for the upper bound were kindly sent by Marco Boschetti.
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Table 2
Results for 1BP

Interval n Sum Best bound CPU time

L1DCCM L1DFS Equal L1DCCM L1DFS L1DCCM L1DFS

[1,100] 100 52 603 52 584 973 23 4 1 0
500 255 589 255 583 946 30 24 10 4
1000 507 910 507 886 927 47 26 22 9

[20,100] 100 64 518 64 516 974 14 12 1 0
500 315 142 315 139 931 37 32 8 4
1000 626 873 626 836 922 53 25 17 10

[35,100] 100 78 635 78 635 1000 0 0 1 0
500 385 782 385 782 1000 0 0 6 5
1000 768 816 768 816 1000 0 0 13 10

2. Opt is the number of instances solved to optimality using the two bounds.
3. CPU Time is the computing time needed for one test case.

In Table 3, we report the results of our lower bounds. 1,CCMdenotes the boundL2D1,CCM obtained by

computing the continuous lower bound after application of our DDFF.CCM denotes the boundL2DCCM,
and 3,CCM denotes the boundL2D3,CCM. It appears thatL

2D
2,CCM improves the results for five instances,

whereasL2D3,CCM only improves the result for one instance (see Class III). As the latter is far more time
consuming than the original method, it should only be used if a large amount of time is allowed (before
running an exact method, for example). The additional computational effort forL2D2,CCM is small, soL2DCCM
is the more efficient to use within an exact method.
InTable 4,wecompareour lower bounds to previousones.BMdenotes theboundproposedbyBoschetti

and Mingozzi[2]. We have tested the boundL1DFS of Fekete and Schepers as a subroutine in the bound
L2D2,BM, it does not improve on the obtained results. We have also tried to use the functions proposed by
Fekete and Schepers for 2BP, they do not improve the results either. ColumnsBM, CCM and 3,CCM,
respectively, refer toL2DBM, L

2D
CCM andL2D3,CCM. For all classes, the theoretical dominance is confirmed.

L2DCCM is always better thanL2DBM. Our bounds lead to improved results for 22 instances of classes I, III,
V, VII, VIII, and X. Note that the computing time ofL2DCCM is smaller than the computing time ofL2DBM.
This can be explained by the fact that the fast implementation described above avoids a large number
of non useful combinations. These methods can only be applied if the two dimensions are considered
separately.

7. Conclusion

We have proposed procedures which reduce the size of the original instance. They can be used together
and dramatically simplify the problem for several instances of a well-known benchmark. We have also
proposed new lower bounds for 2BP and shown that they dominate those obtained previously. The
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Table 3
Our lower bounds

Class Problem Ratio U/L Opt CPU time

H ×W n 1,CCM CCM 3,CCM 1,CCM CCM 3,CCM 1,CCM CCM 3,CCM

I 10× 10 20 1.0125 1.0125 1.0125 9 9 9 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0153 1.0153 1.0153 8 8 8 0.00 0.00 0.00
60 1.0104 1.0104 1.0104 8 8 8 0.00 0.00 0.02
80 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
100 1.0032 1.0032 1.0032 9 9 9 0.00 0.00 0.03
Avg. 1.0083 1.0083 1.0083 8.8 8.8 8.8 0.000 0.000 0.010

II 30× 30 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
80 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
100 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
Avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10.0 10.0 10.0 0.000 0.000 0.000

III 40 × 40 20 1.0367 1.0367 1.0200 8 8 9 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0411 1.0411 1.0411 7 7 7 0.00 0.00 0.05
60 1.0302 1.0244 1.0244 6 7 7 0.01 0.01 0.17
80 1.0160 1.0160 1.0160 7 7 7 0.01 0.01 0.37
100 1.0242 1.0204 1.0204 5 6 6 0.02 0.02 0.93
Avg. 1.0296 1.0277 1.0244 6.6 7.0 7.2 0.008 0.008 0.304

IV 100× 100 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
60 1.1000 1.1000 1.1000 8 8 8 0.00 0.00 0.12
80 1.1000 1.1000 1.1000 7 7 7 0.01 0.01 0.43
100 1.0333 1.0333 1.0333 9 9 9 0.00 0.00 0.28
Avg. 1.0467 1.0467 1.0467 8.8 8.8 8.8 0.002 0.002 0.166

V 100× 100 20 1.0250 1.0000 1.0000 9 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0271 1.0271 1.0271 7 7 7 0.00 0.00 0.05
60 1.0110 1.0110 1.0110 8 8 8 0.01 0.02 0.15
80 1.0211 1.0211 1.0211 5 5 5 0.05 0.06 1.09
100 1.0265 1.0265 1.0265 3 3 3 0.13 0.15 3.41
Avg. 1.0221 1.0171 1.0171 6.4 6.6 6.6 0.038 0.046 0.940

VI 300× 300 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.3000 1.3000 1.3000 7 7 7 0.00 0.00 0.09
60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.01
80 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.03
100 1.0667 1.0667 1.0667 8 8 8 0.02 0.03 1.39
Avg. 1.0733 1.0733 1.0733 9.0 9.0 9.0 0.004 0.006 0.304

VII 100× 100 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0111 1.0111 1.0111 9 9 9 0.00 0.00 0.01
60 1.0186 1.0186 1.0186 7 7 7 0.00 0.01 0.14
80 1.0233 1.0233 1.0233 5 5 5 0.01 0.03 0.52
100 1.0108 1.0108 1.0108 7 7 7 0.01 0.03 0.64
Avg. 1.0128 1.0128 1.0128 7.6 7.6 7.6 0.004 0.014 0.262
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Table 3 (continued)

Class Problem Ratio U/L Opt CPU time

H ×W n 1,CCM CCM 3,CCM 1,CCM CCM 3,CCM 1,CCM CCM 3,CCM

VIII 100 × 100 20 1.0250 1.0000 1.0000 9 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0091 1.0091 1.0091 9 9 9 0.01 0.01 0.03
60 1.0121 1.0121 1.0121 8 8 8 0.03 0.03 0.11
80 1.0139 1.0139 1.0139 7 7 7 0.06 0.06 0.48
100 1.0217 1.0217 1.0217 4 4 4 0.14 0.15 1.98
Avg. 1.0164 1.0114 1.0114 7.4 7.6 7.6 0.048 0.050 0.520

IX 100× 100 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.01 0.01 0.00
80 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.03 0.03 0.02
100 1.0014 1.0000 1.0000 9 10 10 0.05 0.05 0.04
Avg. 1.0003 1.0000 1.0000 9.8 10.0 10.0 0.018 0.018 0.012

X 100× 100 20 1.0700 1.0700 1.0700 8 8 8 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0343 1.0343 1.0343 8 8 8 0.00 0.00 0.04
60 1.0450 1.0450 1.0450 6 6 6 0.01 0.01 0.35
80 1.0563 1.0563 1.0563 3 3 3 0.05 0.05 1.60
100 1.0584 1.0584 1.0584 1 1 1 0.10 0.11 4.26
Avg. 1.0528 1.0528 1.0528 5.2 5.2 5.2 0.032 0.034 1.250

Table 4
Comparison with the bound of Boschetti and Mingozzi[2]

Class Problem Ratio U/L Opt CPU time

H ×W n BM CCM 3,CCM BM CCM 3,CCM BM CCM 3,CCM

I 10× 10 20 1.0268 1.0125 1.0125 8 9 9 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0153 1.0153 1.0153 8 8 8 0.02 0.00 0.02
60 1.0227 1.0104 1.0104 6 8 8 0.08 0.00 0.05
80 1.0042 1.0000 1.0000 9 10 10 0.21 0.00 0.00
100 1.0065 1.0032 1.0032 8 9 9 0.36 0.00 0.07
Avg. 1.0151 1.0083 1.0083 7.8 8.8 8.8 0.134 0.000 0.028

II 30× 30 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.01 0.00 0.00
60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.06 0.00 0.00
80 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.15 0.00 0.00
100 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.30 0.00 0.00
Avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10.0 10.0 10.0 0.104 0.000 0.000

III 40 × 40 20 1.0367 1.0367 1.0200 8 8 9 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0411 1.0411 1.0411 7 7 7 0.02 0.01 0.12
60 1.0315 1.0244 1.0244 6 7 7 0.08 0.02 0.41
80 1.0219 1.0160 1.0160 6 7 7 0.22 0.03 0.89
100 1.0251 1.0204 1.0204 5 6 6 0.41 0.06 2.17
Avg. 1.0313 1.0277 1.0244 6.4 7.0 7.2 0.146 0.024 0.718
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Table 4 (continued)

Class Problem Ratio U/L Opt CPU time

H ×W n BM CCM 3,CCM BM CCM 3,CCM BM CCM 3,CCM

IV 100× 100 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.02 0.00 0.00
60 1.1000 1.1000 1.1000 8 8 8 0.08 0.01 0.22
80 1.1000 1.1000 1.1000 7 7 7 0.19 0.02 0.77
100 1.0333 1.0333 1.0333 9 9 9 0.37 0.01 0.47
Avg. 1.0467 1.0467 1.0467 8.8 8.8 8.8 0.132 0.008 0.292

V 100× 100 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0271 1.0271 1.0271 7 7 7 0.04 0.01 0.18
60 1.0110 1.0110 1.0110 8 8 8 0.14 0.04 0.51
80 1.0211 1.0211 1.0211 5 5 5 0.38 0.14 3.17
100 1.0265 1.0265 1.0265 3 3 3 0.67 0.36 9.45
Avg. 1.0171 1.0171 1.0171 6.6 6.6 6.6 0.246 0.110 2.662

VI 300× 300 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.3000 1.3000 1.3000 7 7 7 0.02 0.01 0.14
60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.08 0.00 0.00
80 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.21 0.00 0.00
100 1.0667 1.0667 1.0667 8 8 8 0.41 0.07 2.29
Avg. 1.0733 1.0733 1.0733 9.0 9.0 9.0 0.144 0.016 0.486

VII 100× 100 20 1.0367 1.0000 1.0000 8 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0202 1.0111 1.0111 8 9 9 0.03 0.00 0.03
60 1.0257 1.0186 1.0186 6 7 7 0.11 0.02 0.50
80 1.0367 1.0233 1.0233 2 5 5 0.29 0.07 1.88
100 1.0188 1.0108 1.0108 5 7 7 0.52 0.07 2.25

Avg. 1.0276 1.0128 1.0128 5.8 7.6 7.6 0.190 0.032 0.932
VIII 100 × 100 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00

40 1.0091 1.0091 1.0091 9 9 9 0.01 0.01 0.03
60 1.0184 1.0121 1.0121 7 8 8 0.03 0.02 0.21
80 1.0139 1.0139 1.0139 7 7 7 0.08 0.05 0.74
100 1.0217 1.0217 1.0217 4 4 4 0.14 0.12 3.00
Avg. 1.0126 1.0114 1.0114 7.4 7.6 7.6 0.052 0.040 0.796

IX 100× 100 20 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.05 0.00 0.00
60 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.21 0.01 0.01
80 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.52 0.02 0.02
100 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10 10 10 0.97 0.04 0.04
Avg. 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 10.0 10.0 10.0 0.350 0.014 0.014

X 100× 100 20 1.0700 1.0700 1.0700 8 8 8 0.00 0.00 0.00
40 1.0343 1.0343 1.0343 8 8 8 0.00 0.00 0.03
60 1.0672 1.0450 1.0450 4 6 6 0.02 0.01 0.29
80 1.0640 1.0563 1.0563 2 3 3 0.06 0.04 1.34
100 1.0584 1.0584 1.0584 1 1 1 0.12 0.09 3.55
Avg. 1.0588 1.0528 1.0528 4.6 5.2 5.2 0.040 0.028 1.042
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theoretical dominance of our lower bounds is confirmed by experiments. They are always better than the
previous best bounds and they lead to improved results for several instances. Using a fast implementation,
our bounds are faster than the bounds they dominate.
Note that our approach can easily be generalized to the three-dimensional packing problem 3BP,

following the framework defined by Fekete and Schepers[3]. It can also be applied to variants of 2BP
such as the problem in which rotation is allowed, or when items have to be packed into levels. We plan
to use our reduction procedures and lower bounds within an enumerative method for 2BP.
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